
If you trust the information in the Bible, why should you not trust my
patented invention Immanent Therapy?

Which only confirms the words of the Holy Bible,
New Testament from John 1;1

1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God.
2 The same was in the beginning with God.
3 All things were made by him; and without him was not anything made that was
made.
4 In him was life; and the life was the light of men.
5 And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.
6 There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
7 The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men through
him might believe.
8 He was not that Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light.
_________

If you want to know how it works, you need to read this article very carefully.

Scientific fact; - Blocked torsion fields cause different diseases.
The algorithm of patented Program Immanent Therapy®, among the other

methods, contains a medical complex of sound resonance therapy, based on special
sound commands and fragments, taking into account the scientifically confirmed
results. For example, the experience of German biophysicist, Professor Fritz-Albert
Popp, who is considered to be the founder of Biophotonics.

Genotype effectively restores its performance when using the audio
complexes’ repertoires in the therapeutic processes of Biophotonics.
Medicine is tantalizingly constrained sometimes in its proposals on treatment
methods.

Linguistics-wave correction of the working process of chromosomes
functioning on the material, wave, mental, quantum and photonic levels points at
the body’s ability to restore the genetic modification due to this algorithm.

The Immanent Therapy® Program has been patented by Academician of the
UTA /Ukrainian Technological Academy/, Doctor of Psychology, specialist in
psychodiagnostics* and psychocorrection** Volodymyr Naumenko. The program
can perfectly adjust the recovering development of biosystem!
_________
*Psychodiagnostics is the discipline that deals with psychological assessment and
diagnosis, personology and psychopathology.
** Psychocorrection is a system of measures aimed at correcting the shortcomings
of psychology or human behavior using special means of psychological impact.

https://patmedtech.com/igole/
https://patmedtech.com/naumenko/

